This is a beautiful Album that would make a fabulous Holiday gift for family members especially for Grandma & Grandpa...
It opens out to reveal lots & lots of pages and also lots of slide up or slide out pages from pockets this gives you LOTS of room to add photographs, journaling or even a gift card…
And here's the bit that makes it different from other albums - you can flip through it like a normal book
type album but there's an extra cool feature - you can also display it – you simply pull the front cover
around to meet the back cover and secure with ribbons to hold it in place – imagine it filled with
photos – what a cute holiday display it will make!
Here is the front cover with that gorgeous Quilted Satin Ribbon tied in a bow at the side...

Here is what you see when it is half open...those ribbon tabs at the top are attached to pull-out
pages - and there are slide out pages in side pockets too...

And this is what you see when you open it fully up & tie it in place - I decided to call it my
Carousel Album...

And here is a glimpse of one of the pull-out and one of the slide-out pages...

If you prefer you can turn it into a traditional book style album by adding a traditional book
cover rather than the carousel type method - both are shown in my free tutorial below...

What you will need to make this album:




3 CD Folders
co-ordinating solid colors of cardstock, patterned Designer Series Papers, embellishments &
stickers, Ribbons
very strong Adhesive Tape such as Sticky Strip & Dimensionals

You will need 3 CD Folders...the front one below shows you what they look like inside...

To make the Center Panel:
Cut a piece of cardstock in the color of your choice to be sized 5" x 11".
Place in your Score Tool or Paper Trimmer with the score blade inserted and score at 5", 5 3/4", 6
1/2", 7 1/4" and 8"

And fold along those score lines as shown below, to make mountains and valleys...

Take your first CD Folder and fold it 'inside out' like so...

Take your Center Panel and fold almost in half - insert the smaller end into the fully enclosed pocket
and the larger piece into the diagonal flap, whilst holding your folder like this...this makes it easy to
slide in those panels…

When both sides are in the pockets, lay flat on your work surface and this is what you will have - two
flaps sticking out from the center.
These flaps will act as an anchor point for pages.

If you wish you can adhere the piece down that lies in the diagonal pocket - but do not adhere the
other side - your central panel will need to be able to move slightly when the book is opened and
closed.
Put this to one side.

Assembling your Album Core:
You need to cut 2 pieces of cardstock to measure 10 1/8" x 5 1/16".
Score each in the center at 5 1/6" and fold along those score lines...

Take one of those pieces and fold in half - apply a very strong adhesive tape such as Sticky Strip all
around the edges of it...

Take your second CD Folder and adhere that panel to one side of it - this is what you will have...

Now bring back the CD Folder with the Central Panel in it.

Take the folder with the page attached that you just made, and apply Sticky Strip to the other side of
your page - you are now going to adhere it to the left panel of your CD Folder with the Central Panel
in it.
Be careful at this point to make sure that your CD Folders are in the same orientation before adhering
them together!
And this is what you will have...two CD folders attached together by your page strip...

You are now going to repeat the above with the second piece of cardstock and third CD Folder.
When you have done this, you will have all 3 CD Folders linked together by 2 page strips - like this...

Now you can really see it start coming together...

Adding Pages to that Central Spine:
So the first thing that we did was to make a Central Panel with flaps - you are now going to add pages
to these flaps.
Lay your album out so that you can see those central flaps...

Cut two pieces of cardstock to measure 5" x 5"...

Apply Sticky Strip to your first flap - be sure to apply it to the center part of the flap as shown by the
red arrow below...

And then adhere the first page to it...and then repeat for the other side - and this is what you will
have...

Now when you turn that page over, on the reverse this is what you will see - the other side of the flap
- but fear not - this is very easy to disguise!

You can simply cover this by adding a border - I like to edge a piece of cardstock with a punch or add
some patterned papers to cover mine.
But this is what it looks like when you do that - nicely disguised so you would never know...

To make the Album Cover:
You have two choices for this - you can make a Carousel Album that opens all the way out in a circle
like mine does OR you can make this a simple book style album - here is what you do for each:
Carousel Album Cover:
Because you want to be able to bring your front and back covers together you can't make a typical
book spine because it would be destroyed by folding it back on itself - so here is what I do:
I simply cut two pieces of solid cardstock to be sized 5 1/8" square - I decorate both pieces using
patterned papers & onto the front one I add embellishments and a piece of ribbon - here are my front
& back covers...

To add those covers - I take two lengths of ribbon - approximately 10" in length each - and adhere
one to the front cover & one to the back cover.
I then add Sticky Strip all around the edge...

And adhere my covers in place.

For the spine - I simply cut 3 strips of cardstock to be sized 5 1/8" x 1/4" - I then adhere each strip to
each folder using Sticky Strip - you need to use very strong adhesive to ensure they stay in place and this is what they look like:

Because you have given each CD Folder spine it's own 'cover' you can freely move the folders
around to form a circle shape.
If you decide you want to make a simple book style album then you can easily add a traditional cover
to this album instead...
Book Style Album Cover:
If you prefer to make a book style cover that will not open up into a circle, then this is what you do…
Cut a piece of cardstock to be 11 1/4" x 5 1/8"...

Score at 5 3/16" and 6" and fold along those score lines...

Use Sticky Strip to adhere one panel to the front cover of your album...

And then adhere the other panel to the back cover of your album -and this is what it will look like ready for decorating, adding photographs & embellishing..
Be sure not to put adhesive onto the spine area - this part needs to be left free so that your album can
easily be opened & closed.

And now comes the very fun part...now you've made it, you get to decorate it!
I used contents of the Simply Scrappin' Christmas Lane Kit to decorate & embellish mine - and I
just LOVE how it turned out...
You can find this kit on pg 26 of the Holiday Mini Catalog and it is just gorgeous - filled with beauitful
patterned Designer Series Papers, Textured co-ordinating cardstocks and self-adhesive Die Cut
Stickers & Border - just perfect for this project!
Below you can see an example of my pages and a pull-out insert - that insert has a pull out tab that is
perfectly sized to put a gift card on - how cool is that?

This tutorial was provided by www.sarahsinkspot.com - be sure to visit and
check out my other free tutorials!
Want to print out more copies of this tutorial? You can do so by visiting
theTutorials section on my website

